EUROPEAN SCHOOLS STAND AGAINST BULLYING

Minutes of the meeting,
13.10.2021/08:30 pm/zoomID 704-315-5197

1) School Situations
2) Portuguese Mobility - Reevaluation
3) Other project activities


According to the explications in the meeting, the situations related to
Covid cases are fine in Portugal, Greece and Italy but in Romania and
Turkey are not fine and cases are rising in these both countries. But the
countries still struggle for pandemic and the same rules are valid in
partner countries against negative effects of pandemic.

Conclusion:




Because of the domestic affairs in Romania and the general travel
problem of students who are aged 13 in Italy, the mobility to
Portugal is uncovenable to travel in a harmony of all partners. So
the mobility to Portugal is redated and approved as 10-14 January,
2022 by partners. All partners thanked to Portuguese coordinator
for being understanding.

Portuguese school will prepare a draft programme for students and
teachers and also give information about the best accommodation options

for partners on next days. They’ll decide and ask for the materials which
are wanted from guest schools.



Romanian partner, the main coordinator will send the necessary
documents in order to carry out the mobility activities and formal ones.



Guest schools will inform the names of the participants to Portuguese
school and get ready for the mobility.
Conclusion:





Portuguese partner will be ready for both physical or virtual LTT
activities and if something goes wrong, appreciation of the
situation will be done again.



The next meeting for appreciation of the situation to talk about
Portuguese mobility will be in early November, estimated as on the
10th of November. This time partners will come together on line at
Google meeting.

Other project activities: P13 - Going On A Campaign and
P14 – Sport against bullying
Because of the postponement of Portuguese mobility to January, partners
will complete the other project activities within this period.
Conclusion:


The deadline for the activity, Going on a campaign is till the end of
November



The deadline for the activity, Sports again bullying is till the end of
December



After Portuguese partner completes their work on Newsletter 1, it
will be shared by stakeholders on different platforms.

